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Data Release: Near-term risks diminish but the Fed increasingly weary of global weakness 

 
 In their late-July meeting round, Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) participants generally agreed 

that their economic forecasts were little changed from the previous meeting round held in mid-June. 
Growth was seen as moderate and led by strengthening consumer spending that was seen as supported 
by rising real incomes, home prices, and stock markets, amidst high consumer confidence and still low 
gasoline prices. Residential investment was also seen as supportive, despite some slowing in the second 
quarter with supply-side factors, including labor and lot shortages, viewed as restricting growth amidst 
healthy demand for housing. 
 

 Business investment, on the other hand, was viewed as declining further into mid-year, with both energy 
and non-energy sectors exhibiting weakness in equipment purchases. Caution amongst businesses to 
invest was seen as being related to concerns over slow-growth, both at home and abroad, falling profit 
margins, and political uncertainty. Still, participants saw some positive signs to suggest improvement may 
be on the way, including commercial construction and rising intellectual property investment. 

 

 The labor market was viewed as having strengthened, with the more recent reports corroborating views 
held by most FOMC members that the May employment report "substantially understated its underlying 

pace." The Committee was largely in agreement that the slower pace of job creation this year is consistent with 
the dissipating cyclical factors and should be enough to eliminate slack. Recent wage increases were seen as 
evidence of further reduction in slack, but participants were divided as far as the amount of progress towards 
achieving the maximum- employment objective.  
 

 Participants expected continued, yet gradual progress toward the Committee's two percent inflation 
objective, with wage gains viewed as supportive of inflationary dynamics. However, many expressed 
more uncertainty as far as the trajectory towards the inflation target, with some questioning the link 
between unemployment and inflation. Several members viewed their inflation forecasts as tilted to the 
downside and remained concerned about inflation expectations and the likelihood that disinflationary 
pressures from abroad would persist. 
 

 Near-term risks to the outlook were seen as having diminished, alleviated by the better than expected 
data recently, with the Brexit fallout seen as having little effect on U.S. businesses. Still, participants 
agreed that they should closely monitor economic and financial developments abroad with "spells of 
elevated volatility" in financial markets anticipated by several participants with some also highlighting the 
weaker position of European banks as well as China's foreign exchange policy and debt run-up as key 
risks, with any potential fallout made all the more acute by continued weakness globally. 
 

 All in all, the Committee appeared to be opting for more patience, with many judging it "appropriate to wait for 
additional information" so as to evaluate underlying economic momentum and inflationary pressures. Many 
were seen as preferring to defer any fed funds hikes until their confidence in the inflationary outlook and 
resilience of the U.S. economy to potential shocks increased, suggesting that there would be "ample" time to 
act should inflation begin to heat up with asymmetry of monetary policy near the lower bound offering further 
cause for patience. On the other hand, some participants who viewed the Fed's employment objective as 
nearly achieved, viewed that another increase "was or would soon be warranted," with a couple advocating for 
an increase during the July meeting. Their arguments hinged on anxiety over having to raise rates rapidly 
should the Fed wait much longer as well as "misallocation of capital and mispricing of risk" and potential 
financial stability concerns that continued accommodation makes more acute. 
 

Key Implications 



 
 Recent information appeared to alleviate some of the concerns that the Committee had previously as far 

as continued labor market improvement and the resilience of U.S. economic recovery. The positive take 
was further corroborated by diminished near-term risks in the global economy. Given the broadly 
unchanged outlook, this all suggests that the door remains open for a rate hike this year. 
 

 However, there is little doubt that many FOMC members have become increasingly concerned about the 
extent to which external shocks could affect the U.S. outlook with the medium- to longer-term risks ever 
present in the minds of many participants, particularly in an environment of disappointing global growth. 
These risks, together with disinflationary pressures from abroad and still low inflation expectations appear 
to have shaken the confidence amongst many FOMC members as far as the inflation trajectory towards 
the 2% target.  

 

 The diminished risks and positive data flow appear to have emboldened the more hawkish members of 
the Committee and highlighted the divergence of views on the Committee. Two participants (one of them 
voting this year) appeared ready to raise rates in July already, with recent commentary by influential 
Committee members including New York and San Francisco Presidents Dudley and Williams, 
respectively, attempting to boost market expectations for a hike this year. While we don't rule out a 
scenario in which data continues to surprise to the upside, we remain of the view that patience amongst 
the Committee has increased alongside fears of global disinflationary pressures and the possibility of the 
U.S. catching the low-growth bug that's affecting many advanced economies at this time. As such, we 
expect the Fed to sit tight through the remainder of this year, proceeding with accommodation removal 
only cautiously thereafter. 
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